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NEW QUESTION: 1
A. Option B
B. Option D
C. Option A
D. Option C
Answer: C
Explanation:
A. Enables you to back up and restore your operating system, volumes, files, folders, and
applications from a command prompt.
B. Accesses encrypted data on a severely damaged hard disk if the drive was encrypted by
using BitLocker. Repair-bde can reconstruct critical parts of the drive and salvage recoverable
data as long as a valid recovery password or recovery key is used to decrypt the data.
C. Gets the value that indicates whether the ability to perform bare metal recoveries from
backups has been added to the backup policy (WBPolicy object).
D. Starts a volume recovery operation.

NEW QUESTION: 2
When identifying malware, what is a key difference between a Worm and a Bot?
A. A Worm gets instructions from an external control channel like an IRC server.
B. A Worm, unlike a Bot, is installed silently as an add-on to a legitimate program.
C. A Bot, unlike a Worm, is frequently spread through email attachments.
D. A Bot gets instructions from an external control channel like an IRC server.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
The custodians "Parveen Khan" and "Khan, Parveen" need to be treated as the same custodian
when added to a case. Which Symantec Clearwell eDiscovery Platform 7.1 option should be
used?
A. Processing > Custodians > Merge
B. All Collections > Custodian Assignment > Merge
C. All Collections > Source Account > Merge

D. All Collections > Source Groups > Merge
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
What is the risk of dealing through an agent with an unknown principal?
A. All of the above.
B. You may not be able to net your exposure in an insolvency.
C. You may not be able to ensure that your firm can avoid suspicion of trading on non-public
information or other allegations of bad or illegal trading practice.
D. You may not be able to net your exposure for capital adequacy purposes.
Answer: A
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